Crossroads of the Past and Future

Top Learning Standards

DRDP
- Curiosity and Initiative in Learning (ALT-REG 4)
- Sense of Time and Place (HSS 1 – HSS 2)
- Social Emotional Understanding (SED 2)
- Symbolic and Sociodramatic Play (SED 5)

Kansas Early Learning
- Communication & Literacy Standard: Uses some basic spatial (e.g., front/back, top/bottom) and temporal (e.g., first/last, before/after) concepts to describe familiar people, places, things and events (CL.SI.p4.3)
- Mathematical Standard: Understand addition as putting together and adding to and understand subtraction as taking apart and taking from (M.OA.K.1)
- Science Standard: Understands: (1) how actions people take may change the environment and (2) the impact actions have on the environment for better (e.g., watering plants) or for worse, (e.g., stomping on plants) (S.p4.8)

Kansas (K-2)
- Speaking and Listening Standards: Use details to describe familiar people, places, things, and/or events with prompting and support (SL.K.4) and use relevant details to describe people, places, things, and events expressing ideas and feelings clearly (SL.1.4)

Missouri Early Learning
- Literacy Standard: Spoken/Expressive Language (I.1 – I.3) and Listening/Receptive Language (I.2 & I.3)
- Mathematical Standard: Geometry and Spatial Sense (II.1) and Number and Operations (I.1)
- Science Standard: Physical Science: Explore, Investigate and Solve Problems of the Physical World (II.1 – II.4)

Missouri (K-2)
- Mathematical Standard: Relationships and Algebraic Thinking: Represent and solve problems involving addition and subtraction (1.RA.A.1)
- Social Studies Standards: Knowledge of continuity and change in the history of Missouri and the United States: compare and contrast our community in the past and the present (3a.B) Knowledge of economic concepts and principles: describe examples of goods and services within your school and community (4.A)

Next Generation Science
- Force and Motion: Pushes and pull can have different strengths and directions (K-PS2-1) (K-PS2-2)
- Natural Resources: Living things need water, air, and resources from the land, and they live in places that have things they need. Humans use natural resources for everything they do (K-ESS3-1)
- Relationship Between Energy and Forces: A bigger push or pull makes thing speed up or slow down more quickly (K-PS2-1)